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Concerns about the climate have continued to be a major 
global issue throughout 2019 and will remain so for a long 
time to come. These are concerns that I share in several 
respects, but the best thing we can do is act. That's why 
I'm proud to be a part of Sysav, a place where we make a 
difference for the climate and constantly strive to improve. 
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Managing  Director’s 
comments 

Greta Thunberg has made her voice heard all over the 
world and it is gratifying that a person with such great 
climate focus was named Time magazine’s Person of the 
Year. It says something about our time and how impor-
tant climate issues have become. Listening to research 
is central to her message and she wants to see action. I 
want that too. 

It is clear that Sweden must act. 100 years ago we 
threw away about 30 kilos of waste per person per year 
in Sweden. Today we throw away about 460 kilos of 
waste per person per year. This goes hand in hand with 
ever increasing consumption. To be able to deal with the 
problems, I call for greater focus on what sometimes pre-
vents us from doing the right thing, and on the incentives 
and guidance that are needed. Examples of things that 
are moving in the right direction are that the government 
has set up a special study on producer responsibility 
for textiles, and that the government's advisory body 
“Delegation for a circular economy” has this year chosen 
plastics, public procurement and design for circularity as 
its priorities for the future. 

FURTHER STEPS TOWARDS BECOMING THE  
WORLD’S MOST SUSTAINABLE REGION 
Sysav has been on a sustainability mission that we also 
refer to resource management for a long time. One of the 
most important events of 2019 for us in the long term 
is that our new strategic agenda has taken shape. It has 
become even more important to show, not only what 
we take care of, but also what resources we bring back 
to society. Our mindset is about just that – to see waste 
entirely as a resource. 

Therefore, it is particularly gratifying that Sysav's 
Board made an important decision last autumn – we were 
given the green light to build a textile sorting plant in 
Malmö in 2020 with the aim of enabling more extensive 
recycling of textile fibres. The investment is unique as it 
is the world's first automated textile sorting plant on an 

industrial scale. 

Another example is that we have been intensively work-
ing on the new slag sorting plant, which means that we 
can sort out more metals and reduce the impact of dust, 
noise and light on the local environment. We have also 
started the separate collection of hard plastics at our recy-
cling centres. The purpose is to increase recycling, reduce 
the proportion of fossil material that goes to incineration 
and return recycled plastics to the market. 

At Sysav, we have also increased our internal focus 
on practicing what we preach to an even greater extent. 
Among other things, we are participating in a climate 
change project run by Region Skåne, which aims to en-
courage business travel that is more sustainable and trav-
el-free meetings. In addition, we are actively working to 
reduce carbon dioxide emissions from other parts of our 
business, and our own waste transport is now completely 
free of fossil fuels. 

INSIGHT AS A PREVENTIVE MEASURE 
Preventive efforts to stop waste from occurring are also an 
important part of sustainable resource management. We 
do this by creating insights on sustainable consumption 
and the circular economy. During the year, we trained 
more than 12,000 people by, among other things, receiving 
study visits, attending conferences and visiting schools. 
We also collaborate with our 14 owner municipalities in 
joint initiatives. Examples from the past year are the "Say 
no to unnecessary stuff" campaign with tips on sustain-
able gifts, the competition for reducing food waste, held 
for the third year in a row, and a White Monday event in 
collaboration with the author Henning Gillberg and local 
actors. The upcycle Challenge was also held during the 
summer and autumn, where young creators competed 
to make something new from materials submitted at the 
recycling centres. Last but not least, Sysav is now also a 
proud sponsor of a new environmental and sustainability 
award in Scanian gastronomy. 

TOGETHER FOR A REDUCED   
CLIMATE FOOTPRINT 
Along with responsibility and commitment, Sysav's inter-
nal values are fundamental, but they are equally relevant 
for anyone who wants to contribute to creating a better 
world. In 2019, among other things, we continued the 
valuable work of drawing up a joint cycle plan together 
with the owner municipalities, looking ten years ahead. 
We have also developed a new digital platform and pre-
pared for a new business system as a basis for becoming 
even better at digital contacts and collaborations with 
customers. 

One of Sysav's goals for 2020 is to reduce combus-
tible residual waste to 175 kg per person per year, and 
everything indicates that we will succeed. In 2018, the 
figure was 191 kg per person per year and for 2019 we 

can happily note that the figure dropped to 181 kg per 

person per year. This is something that we have achieved 
together with all our owner municipalities. A big thank 
you to you all in particular! 

Our hope is that residents and companies in our munici-
palities will continue the journey of creating the world's 
most sustainable region together with us. A region where 
in the future we produce and consume even more sustain-
ably and are even better at sorting our waste, so that what 
goes into incineration is only what cannot be recycled 
otherwise. 

Sysav is no longer the end waste disposal station. We are 
the starting point for something new and we will show 
the way where others hesitate. We want to talk a little less 
about what needs to be done, and instead do even more. 

Peter Engström, Managing Director and CEO of Sysav 
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Sysav  for   
you  and  me 

The  value  chain 
Our core business and the value we create 

VISION  Sysav is owned by 14 municipalities in Skåne. The mu 
Sysav is helping to create the world’s most WHAT WE DO: 

Sustainable resource management 
nicipalities are Burlöv, Kävlinge, Lomma, Lund, Malmö, 

sustainable region, for current and future Simrishamn, Sjöbo, Skurup, Staffanstorp, Svedala, Tomelilla, 
generations alike. Trelleborg, Vellinge and Ystad. 

In partnership with the owner municipalities, Sysav is 
responsible for the waste from the region’s households being BUSINESS CONCEPT 

Sysav creates value for society and customers • Sorting at source • Customer advice • Reuse dealt with, recycled and treated optimally. Through our 
• Collection • Development projects • Materials recycling through sustainable resource and waste subsidiary Sysav Industri AB, we also handle waste from 
• Logistics • Study visits • Biological treatment 

management.companies as well as other regions and countries. Our core • Sorting waste • Information • Energy recovery 
operation and our training and information initiatives make • Recycling • Training 

CORE VALUES  centresSysav as strong player on the market, contributing to a more 
Satisfed customers through quality and service. sustainable society. 

Following a procurement process conducted in 2016, 
Sysav has taken over the collection of household waste be 

We make it easy to do the righttween 2017 and 2025 in three of the owner municipalities: We process waste into resources usingthing and take care of your wasteLomma, Svedala and Kävlinge. efÿcient technology and innovative solutions
The business was launched in 1974, and the Sysav Group 

now has just over 330 employees. 
We train, give advice and 
cooperate on sustainable 

We detoxify the eco-cycleproduction and consumption 

•  Flue gas treatment 
•  Water treatment 
•  Destruction 
•  Management of
   hazardous waste 
•  Landfll

SOCIETY 
•  Metals 
•  Textiles 
•  Minerals 
•  Plastics
•  Paper
•  Wood 
•  Energy
• Soil products 
•  Nutrients

We deliver recoveredThe  hub  of  
environmental  
work 

resources of the right quality 

DURING 2019 WE DEALT WITH: DURING 2019 WE PROCESSED  
AND RETURNED: 

SYSAV CREATES INSIGHT 

Business development is the department at Sysav that acts as 
a support and management function for the Group’s opera 

• 887,100 tonnes of waste 

• Of this, 65,100 tonnes was food 
waste 

• 98.4 per cent of separated waste was 
recovered as materials or energy 

• We collaborate in many arenas 
– regionally, nationally and 
internationally – within research 

tions within the area of the environment. 
The Environmental management unit is responsible for the 

Group’s environmental coordination and operations systems. 
This means that the unit develops and maintains procedures 
and resources with the aim of supporting the operational HIGH LEVELS OF EXPERTISE 

• Hazardous waste amounted to 
41,500 tonnes 

• The recycling centres received 
181,600 tonnes of waste 

• 1.6 per cent was sent to landfll for 
secure storage 

• Sysav’s energy recovery contributed 
60 per cent of the district heating in 
Malmö and Burlöv 

projects and at universities and 
university colleges 

• We work with other players to 
prevent waste being produced 

• During 2019 we welcomed almost 
business in respect of environmental management, environ 
mental coordination and risk analyses. This responsibility 

AND COMMITMENT 
Sysav is certifed in respect of the environment 

• 50,600 tonnes of slurry produced 
from food waste was converted into 

4,400 people on study visits and met 
just over 3,200 school pupils. 

includes investigations, analyses and monitoring laws, as (ISO 14001), quality (ISO 9001) and the working biogas equating to 3.3 million litres of 

well as coordination of the Group’s handling of referrals. environment (OHSAS 18001). petrol 

Sustainability work, including sustainability reporting, • 169,500 sacks of soil were sold at 

is also included in the department’s areas of responsibility. our recycling centres 
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Administration report, Sysav 
The Board of Directors and the Managing Director of Sysav, Sydskånes avfallsaktiebolag 
(reg. no. 556187–0410), hereby submit the Annual Report and the consolidated accounts 
for the fnancial year 1 January to 31 December 2019. 

Sysav and its two wholly-owned subsidiaries, Sysav In-
dustri AB and Sysav Utveckling AB, are owned by 14 mu-
nicipalities in southern Skåne: Burlöv, Kävlinge, Lomma, 
Lund, Malmö, Simrishamn, Sjöbo, Skurup, Staffanstorp, 
Svedala, Tomelilla, Trelleborg, Vellinge and Ystad. The 
parent company’s operations encompass the handling 
and treatment of household waste from Sysav’s owner 
municipalities, as well as the collection of household waste 
in Lomma, Svedala and Kävlinge. Sysav Industri AB han-
dles industrial and business waste, as well as flammable 

household waste, from municipalities and areas outside of 
Sysav’s owner municipalities. Sysav Utveckling AB is the 
Group’s development company, which finances and runs 

projects with the aim of developing and improving new 
and existing methods and techniques in the field of waste 

management. The Sysav Group includes the associated 
companies ÅGAB Syd AB, KS Recycling AB and Carl F AB. 

During 2019, the Board of Sysav held six regular meetings. 
Important resolutions in the Sysav Group have been: 

• Strategic agenda 

• Budget for 2020 

• Amended charging model for the owners’ 
treatment charges 

• The owner municipalities’ treatment charges for 2020 

• Decision on investment in a textile sorting plant 

• Supplementary agreement in respect of district 
heating deliveries 

• Updating of policies 

WASTE AND ENERGY VOLUMES 
Group 
During 2019, the Sysav Group received and treated 887,147 
(813,951) tonnes of waste, an increase of approximately 
73,000 tonnes. Within the Group, a total of 564,256 (543,318) 
tonnes of waste was incinerated during the year. 

All the recovered energy was utilised, either through the 
sale of generated heating to E.ON and electricity to Nord-
pool, or by the Sysav Group in its own plants. 1,465 (1,369) 
GWh of heating and 190 (171) GWh of electricity were 

delivered. Accessibility in the plant amounted to 95.4% 
during the year (95,4%). 

The volume of food waste from households, stores, restau-
rants and caterers increased to 65,080 (61,620) tonnes. The 
amount of hazardous waste collected in the Group in-
creased, totalling 41,457 (39,105) tonnes. 

Residue from other treatment methods and ashes, sludge 
and hazardous waste sent to landfill decreased to 14,570 

(19,539) tonnes. 

In total, 46.5% (43.6%) of the incoming waste in the Group 
was recycled as materials and 52% (54%) was recovered as 
energy. A reduced total of 1.6% (2.4%) was sent to landfill. 

Sysav 
Sysav received 413,431 (401,129) tonnes of waste in 2019, 
an increase of rather more than 12,000 tonnes. Furthermore, 
7,507 (6,443) tonnes of hazardous waste were received. The 
hazardous waste truck received 15.1 (13.2) tonnes of waste, 
and 21.6 (21.4) tonnes of waste came in via the collector 
cabinets. 

37,700 (36,030) tonnes of food waste was received from 
households. This equates to more than 50% of collected 

food waste. 

Visits to recycling centres increased somewhat, with a to-
tal of 181,597 (169,262) tonnes of waste being left during 
2,182,496 (2,042,309) visits. The Building Material Recycling 
Shop, which is a collaboration between Sysav and the City 
of Malmö Service Administration, received 2,508 (2,209) 
tonnes of construction and demolition materials for reuse. 

In total, each resident in Sysav’s owner municipalities 
produced 486 (482) kg of waste, including the bulky waste 
that is handed in at recycling centres. Municipal collections 
of household waste equated to 250 (256) kg per person, 
while the amount left at recycling centres increased to 236 
(226) kg. The Eco-cycle Plan has a target of reducing resid-
ual waste from households and it did decrease from 191 kg 
to 181 kg during the year. The target is to have just 175 kg 
of residual waste per person in the region by 2020. 

Sysav Industri AB 
The volume of waste received amounted to 473,716 (412,822) 
tonnes. Hazardous waste from industry accounted for 
33,950 (32,662) tonnes. 

SIGNIFICANT EVENTS  
New Board of Directors 
A new Board of Directors was elected at the Annual Gen-
eral Meeting of 26 April. Göran Holm (M) was elected as 
new Chairman, and Bo Carlqvist (S) as Deputy Chairman. 

Decision on incineration tax 
At the end of 2019, the Swedish parliament introduced an 
incineration tax on waste that can be incinerated, which 
will be applied from 1 April 2020. As the purpose of the tax 
is to reduce the incidence of combustible waste upstream, 
the Group intends to raise the treatment fees correspond-
ingly for incoming combustible waste. 

New study on the right of municipalities to purchase 
waste services 
On 14 February 2019, the Swedish Competition Authority 
began a new investigation into the right of the owner mu-
nicipalities to purchase goods and services from Sysav and 
Sysav Industri. As a result of this, the Swedish Competition 
Authority has asked the owner municipalities to report 
which goods and services the companies provided to each 
municipality during 2018 and the compensation for this. 
The investigation also covers waste management services 
provided by Sysav to owner municipalities through their 
municipal companies. It is unclear when the Swedish Com-
petition Authority is expected to complete its investigation. 

Certifcation 
During the autumn, a follow-up audit of the Group’s op-
erations was carried out according to the standards for 
quality, the environment and the working environment. It 
can be stated that Sysav satisfies the requirements for the 

ISO 9001, ISO 14001 and OHSAS 18001 certifications. The 

audit did not find any deviations, and the auditors high-
lighted a number of positive observations such as the fact 
that we cooperate and make improvements during daily 
operations. In addition to that, it was confirmed that dur-
ing 2019 Sysav satisfied the requirements for composting 

according to SPCR 152. 

Operations requiring a permit or registration 
The majority of Sysav’s plants require a permit or must be 

registered under the Swedish Environmental Code. The 
plants affect the environment mainly through emissions to 
air and water. 

Examples of permits: 
• Waste incineration plant and pre-treatment of food 

waste: Incineration of combustible and hazardous 
waste, and treatment of food waste. 

• Plant for hazardous waste: Reception, interim storage 
and treatment of environmentally hazardous waste and 
non environmentally hazardous waste, as well as inte-
rim storage of fire-fighting water and recyclable liquid 

waste. 

• Waste sites: Management and landfill of waste and ha-
zardous waste. 

• Recycling centres: Reception of waste and hazardous 
waste constitute storage as part of waste collection. 

• Bjuröhallen: textile sorting and storage of packaging 
and waste paper. 

On 20 December Sysav submitted an application for a 
wider scope of activities in Bjuröhallen to the environmen-
tal review delegation within the County Administrative 
Board of Skåne. The planned operations include material 
sorting, textile sorting and storage of packaging and waste 
paper. 

Sysav submitted a trial period report on storm water for 
the waste incineration plant to the Land and Environmen-
tal Court in Växjö on 1 October. The case is being dealt with 
and a decision is expected in the spring of 2020. 

On 20 May, Malmö City Environmental Management an-
nounced a decision on precautionary measures for opera-
tions with textile sorting in Bjuröhallen in Malmö. 

The Land and Environmental Court's judgment on the 
appeal regarding the final coverage of the landfill at 
Måsalycke waste facility was handed down on 19 March. 
The judgment included, among other things, an extension 
of the time when the final coverage should be completed. 

The Supreme Court did not grant a trial permit on the 
grounds of Sysav's appeal of conditions in the judgment 
concerning Spillepeng's waste facility from the Land and 
Environmental Court. That judgment thus gained legal 
force on 28 January. 

Construction projects and other changes  
At our recycling centres for households, an access system 
was installed with the aim of improving the working en-
vironment for our employees. The system went into oper-
ation on 4 December. 
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The last stage but one of the final coverage of the Trelleborg 

landfill site has been completed and final coverage of the 

Måsalycke landfill site has commenced. 

In November, the first quantities of slag were processed in 

the new slag sorting plant. The plant represents a step into 
the future, as we can sort out even more metals and reduce 
the impact of dust, noise and light on the surrounding 
environment . 

In October, the Board decided to build the world's first 
fully automated commercial plant for textile sorting in 
Malmö. 

Infuencing behaviour and marketing  
The preventive work to create insight into, among other 
things, sustainable consumption meant that we met about 
12,000 people during the year, including in the form of 
study visits. This is an increase of about 3,000 people com-
pared to last year. 

We have also invested in more editorial material in our own 
channels, which has produced good results and we have 
noted increased traffic. The municipal campaigns “Rest-
erkocken” and “Say no to unnecessary stuff” have received 
a lot of attention, both in social media and in traditional 
media. The introduction of the access system at the recycling 
centres initiated various communication efforts to the resi-
dents, which led to an introduction with very few problems. 
At sysav.se, improvements have been made to both corpo-
rate and educational sites for schools. More active informa-
tion has been included and also various customer case 
studies. The sorting guide remains popular for both private 
and corporate customers. At the end of the year, it was also 
decided to support several different awards in the region to 
increase commitment to becoming more sustainable. 

Customers and market 
The past year has posed a challenge with higher incoming 
waste flows than projected. When talking to customers, Sys-
av continued to discuss how the combustible flows can be 

better sorted and how plastic can be reduced. In addition, 
large regional infrastructure projects have meant increased 
incoming amounts of heavy material in various forms. 

Sysav's total solutions will also help customers reduce their 
waste volumes. Society's increased focus on recycling 
means greater demand for sorting services. The decision 
to increase focus on textiles by building a world-unique 

sorting plant will open new opportunities to meet the 
needs of the textile industry, as well as future legislation. 
The ambition is to take further steps towards increased 
material recycling, where we increase both the number of 

material flows and the quality of the resources extracted, 
and find new collaborations in the market. 

IT development 
2019 has largely been about completing the internal project 
Digital Workplace, which has included a new intranet as 
well as new solutions for document management and col-
laboration. During the second half of the year, work began 
on a platform change for Sysav's business system. Other 
major assignments completed in 2019 are the modernisa-
tion of our IT infrastructure, in particular the network and 
server rooms. Sysav now has a modern, secure network 
with good capacity which, for example, has made it possi-
ble to introduce an access system at recycling centres. Work 
to automate the handing of digital identities in various IT 
systems has begun, partly to reduce the administrative 
burden on Sysav, and partly to improve the quality of the 

processing of personal data. 

Sustainability work  
Every year, the Sysav Group produces a sustainability re-
port according to the Global Reporting Initiative (GRI), 
which is presented in its entirety on page 82. Sysav has 
chosen the term "Sustainable Resource Management" to 
describe how the business relates to sustainability. Sysav 
wants to shift its focus from waste to resources. It is pri-
marily within five of the 17 Agenda 2030 targets that the 

business has a significant impact and where Sysav can 
make a big difference. 

Research and development 
During the year, two of Sysav Utveckling's earlier projects 
were progressed to be realized in full scale, a new slag 
sorting plant and the world-unique textile sorting plant. 

Within the project "Shared energy is double energy", com-
pleted in November and supported by Vinnova, the focus 
for Sysav has been to increase the reuse of materials from 
our recycling centres. During the year, a challenge, "Upcy-
cle Challenge", was held where young creators competed 
to make something new from material in the flow that is 

submitted to the recycling centres. The project has also 
meant increased collaboration with VA SYD, not least we 
see possible synergy effects in connection with the fact that 
the Sjölundaverket plant is to be rebuilt. 

As demands are made for increased material recycling and 
reduced landfill, the waste fuel composition will change; 
this was studied in the Re:Source project " Future Waste 
Fuel". Here, plastics was the fraction that received the most 
attention – recovery of materials is still low and plastic 
risks becoming a greater (and increasing)part of the fossil 
proportion in waste fuel. 

Sysav Development organized the customary Sysav day 
on 26 April. This year's theme was "Does the deal hold?" 
and the audience, in addition to being inspired by, among 
others, Thomas Frostberg who spoke about Sustainable 
Business, also heard about how Sysav hållbart handles 
more than 800,000 tonnes of waste annually, which we see 
as resources. 

EMPLOYEES 
Sysav has 333 (333) employees on average. 

Prior to 2019, a decision was made on a strategic invest-
ment to strengthen Sysav's culture and value base, includ-
ing through the development of leadership and employee 
leadership. In 2019, therefore, the focus was on the intro-
duction of trust-based leadership and cooperation. All 
managers at management group level have undergone one 
to two internships. In addition, about half of all employees 
at Sysav have undergone half-day training. Implementa-
tion of the trust-based working method will continue 
during 2020. 

Pay mapping has been carried out in line with legislation 
against discrimination. Employee turnover among perma-
nent employees was 6.54 percent (9.96) for Sysav and 8.73 
percent (7.53) for Sysav Industri. 

In 2019, the Group’s utilised wellness grant amounted to 
SEK 470,340 (SEK 351,617) (Sysav SEK 285,094, Sysav Indus-
tri SEK 185,246). Sick leave stood at 3.7% (3.59%) for the 
parent company and 4.6% (4.6%) for Sysav Industri AB. 

Signifcant events after the end of the fnancial year 
Nothing of note. 

Anticipated future developments 
Together with our owner municipalities, we will continue 
our work to contribute to the world's most sustainable 
region. A region where we invest in producing and con-
suming even more sustainably and becoming even better 
at sorting waste. Sysav is working, among other things, to 
start up a recycling of gypsum and robotic pre-sorting of 
incoming coarse waste, with the aim of reducing what goes 
to incineration. Another important area is to increase the 
reuse of things that someone else may need, so that things 
are not thrown away unnecessarily. Here we look at what 
role we can play, with our recycling centres as a possible 
hub for this. 

FINANCES 
Group net sales amount to MSEK 1008.5 (955.6), operating 
profit amounts to MSEK 80.5 (64.6), and profit before appro-
priations and tax amounts to MSEK 71.4 (39.3). 

SYSAV 2019 | ADMINISTRATION REPORT 

Parent company net sales for the year amount to MSEK 
502.2 (495.7), operating loss amounts to MSEK –85.2 (-64.2) 
and loss before appropriations and tax amounts to MSEK 
-94.8 (-91.8). 

The Group’s balance sheet total was MSEK 2,094.9 (2,159.0). 
The balance sheet does not include the leased asset in line 
four of the waste-to-energy plant. 

Credit situation 
The Group’s liabilities totalled MSEK 641 (723) on the bal-
ance sheet date, of which MSEK 371 (413) relates to a leas-
ing commitment for line 4 in the waste-to-energy plant and 
MSEK 270 (310) relates to bank loans. During the year, the 
leasing commitment decreased by MSEK 42 (41). 

Expenses for waste tax 
The Group’s expenses for waste tax amounted to MSEK 2.6 
(7.9) during the year. The waste tax per tonne was SEK 520 
(500) in 2019. 

Investments  
The Group’s volume of investment amounted to MSEK 
137.1 (127.2) during the year. The investments have been 
made in order to continue following technical progress and 
to ensure continued high availability and efficiency in the 

company’s treatment plants. The major investments in-
clude slag sorting, entry control systems for the recy-
cling centres, data networks, textile sorting machinery, 
crushers and a new finance system. 

Expenses for restoration of landfll sites 
Landfill at Sysav’s sites in Albäck and Måsalycke ended in 

2008. The sealing work, which includes final coverage, has 

been in progress since 2009. A new plant for biological 
treatment of leach water was opened at the beginning of 
June 2014. The facility, which is located at Spillepeng in 
Malmö, forms part of the Group’s endeavour to be at the 
forefront of developments towards long-term, sustainable 
waste management. 

Sealing of the landfill sites has been financed through pre-
vious financial provisions. A fundamental review of the 

calculation model was conducted in 2016. Utilisation for 
the year amounted to MSEK 16.2 (15.2) while the provision 
for the year was MSEK -0.9 (3.5). The accumulated provi-
sion on the balance sheet date totalled MSEK 246.2 (264.7). 

FINANCIAL RISK MANAGEMENT 
Financing, interest rate and currency risks 
The Group’s credit has variable interest rates. MSEK 520 
(600) of the total credit of MSEK 641 (723) is protected 
through interest derivatives in the form of interest swaps 
with repayment that follows our credit. 

https://sysav.se
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On the balance sheet date, the Group’s average interest rate 
was 1.09% (1.26%). The average remaining term of the 
borrowing is 5.1 (6.1) years and the average fixed-interest 
term for derivatives is 4.8 (5.7) years. 

During the year, Sysav has conducted currency hedges in 
both EUR and GBP. The Group continually monitors its 
flows in foreign currencies and hedges where necessary, in 
accordance with the prepared financial risk policy. 

Credit and counterparty risks 
The Group’s customers are primarily waste collectors, 
shipping agents, and buyers of materials and energy. The 
risks are handled through ongoing control and monitoring 
of credit and counterparty risks via credit reference com-
panies. Sysav uses well-known counterparties of good re-
pute for bilateral trade and strives to trade on well-estab-
lished marketplaces. Credit losses vary from year to year, 
but have historically been low in relation to total sales. 

Price risks 
Sysav continuously monitors its main types of assets, such 
as recycled materials, electricity certificates, electricity, 
district heating and emission rights, with the aim of iden-

tifying possible price hedging needs. In addition to a long-
term contract that regulates district heating prices, Sysav 
carries out price hedging for both electricity and emission 
rights in accordance with permitted instruments described 
in the financial risk policy. 

Liquidity risks 
The Group issues monthly invoices and has the largest 
income flow in the first and third four-month periods. Li-
quidity risk is managed through a mixture of long and 

short-term agreements with business partners. Rolling 
monthly liquidity planning and regular monitoring of ac-
count balances are also carried out. Together this ensures 
that Sysav has liquid funds available to make the necessary 
payments at any time. 

Insurance risks 
Sysav endeavours to maintain a good picture of what risks 
need to be covered via well-considered insurance protec-
tion. Insurance policies that are taken out are linked to the 
respective asset and are designed to take into account re-
quirements, premiums and excesses as well as which val-
ues are covered in the event of a claim. 



 GROUP (MSEK) 2019 2018 2017 2016 2015 
 
Net sales 1,008 956 915 877 843 

Proft/loss after fnancial items 71 39 71 135 44 

Balance sheet total 2,095 2,159 2,232 2,233 2,170 

Equity/assets ratio, % 41 38 35 31 27 

Return on capital employed, % 4 4 5 8 3 

Return on equity after tax, % 7 4 7 16 6 

No. of full-time positions 333 333 330 306 293 

Investments 137 127 76 46 113 

PARENT COMPANY (MSEK) 2019 2018 2017 2016 2015 
 
Net sales 502 496 512 426 411 

Proft/loss after fnancial items -95 -92 -47 -55 -81 

Balance sheet total 1,349 1,430 1,438 1,449 1,484 

Equity/assets ratio, % 41 39 37 37 35 

Return on capital employed, % -7 -5 -2 -2 -4 

Return on equity after tax, % -13 -13 -7 -8 -12 

No. of full-time positions 214 214 212 188 184 

Investments 104 107 51 35 115 

Defnitions: See Note 1 

PROPOSED APPROPRIATION OF PROFITS 
 
Profts in the parent company at the disposal of the general meeting of shareholders: 

Proft brought forward   SEK 229,651,884 

Proft/loss for the year   SEK 42,086,219 

Total  SEK 271,738,103  

The Board proposes that the profts be appropriated as follows: 

Dividend to owners   SEK 5,654,700 

To be carried forward   SEK 266,083,403 

Total  SEK 271,738,103 

(KSEK)   GROUP   PARENT COMPANY 

Revenue Note 2019 2018 2019 2018 

Net sales 

Other operating income 

 (3)  1,008,462  955,645 

 4,040  733 

 502,213 495,659  

 20,720 19,423  

1,012,502  956,378 522,933 515,082  

Operating expenses 

Production costs   -355,236  -330,702  -254,637 -239,721  

Other external expenses 

Staffng costs 

 Value adjustment of property, plant and equipment, 
and intangible assets

 (5, 6) 

 (7, 8, 9) 

 (10, 15) 

 -154,026  -155,336 

 -240,809  -229,201 

 -185,152  -179,133 

 -79,021 -75,176  

 -148,083 -143,166  

 -126,377 -121,225  

-935,223 -894,372 -608,118  -579,288 

Share of profts in associated companies (11)  3,263  2,635 – – 

Operating proft/loss (4) 80,542  64,641 -  85,185 -64,206 

Proft/loss from fnancial items 

Result from other securities and receivables ac-
counted for as non-current assets 

(12) 

– –  498 680  

Interest income  1,181  3,189  129 – 

Interest expenses  -10,322  -28,546  -10,273 -28,251  

 -9,141  -25,357  -9,646  -27,571 

Proft/loss after fnancial items 71,401  39,284  -94,831  -91,777 

Appropriations (13) – –  148,868 148,025  

Proft before tax 71,401  39,284 54,037 56,248 

Tax on proft for the year (14)  -14,854  -7,836  -11,950 -14,519  

Proft/loss for the year 56,547  31,448 42,087 41,729  
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ASSETS (KSEK)   GROUP   PARENT COMPANY 

 Note 31/12/2019 31/12/2018 31/12/2019 31/12/2018 

Fixed assets 

Intangible fxed assets 

Software 

(15) 

 8,012   30,226  8,012 30,226  

Total intangible fxed assets 8,012   30,226  8,012  30,226 

Tangible fxed assets 

Land and buildings 

Plant and machinery 

Equipment, tools, fxtures and fttings 

Construction in progress 

(15) 

461,335  

704,308  

123,113  

184,719  

 490,342 

 782,557 

 127,302 

 100,217 

 366 439 

 290 735 

 97,777 

 163,793 

394,366  

332,090  

100,184  

93,010  

Total tangible fxed assets  1,473,475  1,500,418  918,745 919,650 

Financial fxed assets 

Participations in Group companies 

Receivables from Group companies 

Participations in associated companies 

Deferred tax asset 

 (16) 

(17) 

(18)  

(24) 

– 

– 

44,878 

– 

– 

– 

 43,615 

– 

 170 

 6,250 

– 

25,640 

170  

12,298  

– 

31,359  

Total fnancial fxed assets 44,878  43,615 32,060 43,827 

Total fxed assets 1,526,365 1,574,259  958,817 993,703  

Current assets 

 Inventories 

Raw materials and consumables 

(19) 

 11,490  12,404  3,182 3,610  

Total inventories  11,490  12,404  3,182  3,610  

 Current receivables 

Accounts receivable  103,206  113,715  39,151 52,366  

Receivables from Group companies 

Receivables from associated companies 

Current tax assets 

– 

 2,084 

26,466 

– 

 2,370 

– 

16,205 

– 

8,623 

27,103  

43 

– 

Other receivables 

Prepaid expenses and accrued income (20) 

11,068 

 121,083 

 44,376 

 93,647 

 7,069 

 28,416 

16,052  

23,041  

Total current receivables 263,907 254,108 99,465  118,605 

Cash and bank balances  293,166   318,243  287 313 314,092  

Total current assets 568,563 584,755  389,960 436,307 

 TOTAL ASSETS 2,094,928 2,159,014  1,348,777 1,430,010  

 

 

 

EQUITY AND LIABILITIES (KSEK)   GROUP   PARENT COMPANY 

Equity 

Share capital 

Other equity 

Proft/loss for the year 

Note 

(21)  

31/12/2019 31/12/2018 

 33,000  33,000 

 776,068  747,765 

 56,547  31,448 

31/12/2019 31/12/2018 

Total equity  865,615 812,213  

Restricted equity 

Share capital 

Statutory reserve  

33,000  33,000  

 5,412 5,412  

Total restricted equity  38,412 38,412  

Non-restricted equity 

Proft brought forward 

Proft/loss for the year 

 229,652 191,068  

 42,086 41,729  

Total non-restricted equity 271,738  232,797 

Total equity 

 Untaxed reserves (22)  

 310,150 271,209  

314,676   363,545 

Provisions 

Provisions for pensions 

Deferred tax liabilities 

Other provisions 

(23) 

(24) 

(25) 

 95,043  97,613 

 66,081  67,102 

 246,217  267,820 

 89,307 91,626 

– – 

 246,217 267,820 

 Total provisions  407,341 432,535 335,524 359,446 

Long-term liabilities 

Liabilities to credit institutions (26)  559,261  641,271  230,000 270,000  

 Total long-term liabilities  559,261 641,271   230,000 270,000  

Current liabilities  

Liabilities to credit institutions 

Accounts payable 

Liabilities to Group companies 

Liabilities to associated companies 

Current tax liabilities 

(26)  82,010  81,484 

 103,353  104,963 

– – 

– – 

– 13,890  

40,000 40,000  

71,631 66,928  

– 7,276  

229 – 

–  13,890 

Other liabilities 

Accrued expenses and deferred income (27) 

 12,871 9,044  

 64,477  63,614 

5,966  3,341 

40,601 34,376  

Total current liabilities  262,711  272,995 158,427 165,811  

 TOTAL EQUITY AND LIABILITIES 2,094,928  2,159,014  1,348,777  1,430,010  
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